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Contrast  

. Conversely,     . On the contrary,      . By contrast,  =      . In contrast, 

 This directly contradicts what the passage indicates  اين در تقابل مستقيم با گفته متن مکتوب است 

The information he presents contradicts facts outlined in the reading  

However, the speaker talks about how  اما استاد در باره ...... حرف ميزند 

Unlike the reading passage which explains …, the listening passage focuses on ….. 

The listening passage on the other hand 

One/another criticism proposed/levelled by the author is   

The speaker, however, believes that  

The speaker disagrees with these laws 

The speaker refutes/rejects/refuses the … 

The speaker has the opposite point of view 

In contrast, the speaker suggests 

The information she presents is in direct contrast to facts (which are) outlined in the passage. 

The speaker disputes the claims made by the author (regarding …./ that ….)  

Along the same lines  

In a similar way, the lecture describes difficulties (which are) faced by …. 

the speaker supports sth 

The speaker completely supports this point of view by discussing … 

 

General  

The lecturer talks about  استاد در باره ..... صحبت ميکند 

A research (which was) conducted by a firm  تحقيقی که توسط يک شرکت انجام شد 

He says that         او ميگويد که 

The theory (which was) stated in the passage  تئوری مطروحه در متن  

Somewhat inaccurate  تا حدوی غيردقيق 

When compared to what happened in reality  در مقايسه با آنچه در واقعيت رخ داده است 

That is,  به اين معنی که 

This also indicates that people  اين همچنين بدين معناست که 

The passage says that  در متن آمده که 

The reading passage explains why  

According to the author … 

The speaker discusses  

In this set of materials, the reading passage discusses …  whereas the listening passage …. 

According to the reading passa ge/listening passage 
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Based on the reading passage/listening passage 

As stated by the author/speaker/lecturer 

Two examples/reasons have been cited by the writer  دو مثال توسط نويسنده زده شده 

The author/the speaker defines ….. را تعريف می کند ........ 

The author/the speaker explains why/how… 

The author asserts that … The author warns that …. The author talks about the ways that              the 

speaker tells us about sth 

The author asks whether 

The author described/describes sth/that…. 

The author discusses the dangers of cell phone use 

The author points out that …… 

While the author gives an overview of sth 

the speaker does not mention …. 

The speaker agrees that … 

The speaker describes a study that showed …. 

he describes a study where …. 

Likewise, the speaker explains the impact of  

He mentions another study that used video tapes 

He cites a study that found that … 

She cites the examples of … and …. 

Finally the speaker emphasizes that  

The speaker specifically describes  

Some scientists say that … 

There are a number of effects 

First/ finally/In addition / as well /Clearly/ obviously/ In the same way = similarly/ On the other hand/ In other 

words,  

Sth leads to …./These can lead to  

It can also affect sth, particularly …… 

Economists predict that … 

Technology solves some problems but it causes others 

There are all things that can affect …. 

This is a case that shows how.. 

There are laws against …. 

According to the company 

The tape showed that   

In the best way possible 


